
Focusky HTML Slideshow Maker V1.4.2
Released Recently for Creating Online
Presentation Easier
The HTML slideshow maker V1.4.2
provides more powerful features,
allowing users to present their ideas in a
more engaging manner to achieve the
desired success.

GUANG ZHOU, GUANG DONG, CHINA,
September 17, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Focusky is a creative presentation
making software that is popular
worldwide for its robust and user-friendly
features. A number of users across the
world use the software for creating
presentations and reach their target
audience with a convincing approach.
The makers of the software, Focusky
Software Company now releases its
updated version, Focusky V1.4.2 for both
Windows and Mac platforms. The new
version of the free HTML slideshow
maker comes with more capabilities and
advanced features for users to create
feature-rich and animated presentations. 

According to the company spokesperson,
more than 20 animation effects have
been added in the latest version. One
can add the animation effects throughout
the object paths and animations can be set up to play simultaneously or one by one. This helps users
to create more dynamic and lively presentations. The creative presentation software can now support
importing content from PowerPoint slides and editing the imported slides. It now supports background
music too, so that the presentation can be turned more interesting and engaging. 

The spokesperson reveals that the new Focusky software makes the task of creating presentations
simple but more result-oriented. One can easily use the Shift key to draw vertical and horizontal lines.
This significantly improves the line drawing function. Moreover, it now supports OTF font on canvas
and also supports SVG format images on canvas. A user can also check and replace the system font
at the time of loading the project file. 

In the new version, all bugs have been fixed to enhance the experience of the users. This free

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://focusky.com/freeware/free-html-slideshow-maker.php
http://focusky.com/freeware/free-html-slideshow-maker.php
http://focusky.com/freeware/free-powerpoint-alternative-for-mac.php


PowerPoint alternative for Mac and Windows has been designed for users to think beyond static
slides than giving a wing to the ideas. With the updated version of Focusky, users can become more
creative and imaginative and publish presentations for both online and offline displays. This simple
software can maximize the reach and engage the audience with a beautifully conceptualized
presentation. One can learn more about the software and its feature updates on the website
http://focusky.com/zooming-presentation-features.html.

About Focusky Software Co., Ltd
Focusky Software Co. Ltd was established in 2008 in China as a professional Science and
Technology Software Company. The company has been involved in the development of the online
presentation software for the last 6 years and has a number of faithful customers. The company
provides them with software and tools for online presentations. 
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